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The MOST important part of the building
– Excludes the weather
– Allows the interior to be warmer or colder than 

outside
– Reduces external noise and atmospheric pollution
– Gives the building its identity
– Contains windows to admit light (and solar gain)
– Contains doors to allow ingress and egress 
– Provides security and privacy (or a shop window)
– May be airtight, or allow controlled ventilation
– May be part of the structure or be non-structural

Defects are therefore critical to the use of the building

Cladding 



Cladding defects

Can affect any aspect of the desired performance, most affect several

Can be due to design, workmanship and materials or a combination of these

Can appear during construction, at handover, or years later

Many defects are due to lack of coordination/understanding between people
– Between architect and system designer
– Between system designer and installer
– Between trades on site/wrong sequencing

All  defects cost money to identify, locate and remedy. If you are lucky it might 
not break the company, but large defects usually end up being paid for by an 
insurance company, so adequate insurance is essential to avoid bankruptcy.

If defects are disputed, the costs rise even further….



Identifying defects

Usually falls to the building owner…

Some are obvious, such as spontaneous glass breakage, but can be due to 
different potential causes:
– Nickel sulphide inclusions
– Edge damage
– Thermal stressing

But many defects are hidden and require careful investigation by opening up:
– Lack of continuity in drainage paths
– Absence of adequate VCL
– Inadequate movement allowances



Identifying defects (2)

When a defect is found, it falls to the expert to advise on who is 
responsible.

– Very few defects are due to one company’s failure

– All defects have to be considered in the context of the 
contract, issued instructions and who did what and when.

– Often the cause goes back to the initial design being poorly 
considered.

Claims have to follow contractual arrangements….

So if you are in the chain, expect to be drawn in to the fight!



Extent of defects

Once a defect is identified and located, it is necessary to establish the extent:
– If NiS is present in one pane, how many others are affected?
– It is not usually practical to inspect for inclusions
– Knowledge of the provenance of the glass can help

• Did it all come from the same batch
• Was it all from one supplier?
• Was it all treated in the same factory?
• Was it heat soaked after tempering?
• Was it all sourced from the same glass manufacturer?

– Without this knowledge, the options are to replace all glass, or just wait for 
further breakages.

This is why full product knowledge is so important



Extent of defects (2)

The issue with hidden defects is that without removing all the cladding, it is hard 
to identify where an intermittent defect, particularly those caused by 
workmanship, may be present.

This places the expert in a difficult position. The options are:
– Open up a proportion of the possible locations to check before remedial 

work starts (allows probable scope of work to be known)
– Open up all locations as part of remedial work, and refit components 

without alteration if OK (scope of work unknown)
– Replace all the affected cladding to make sure (scope of work known)

The problem is that the safest option will probably be the most expensive and the 
other parties will naturally want the cheapest option. This adds fuel to the 
dispute and make agreement more difficult.



Problems!

It is very rare to find ‘as-built’ drawings that show what was built.

Most will show the last drawn change, but not what was actually constructed.

Record photographs are often the only way to establish what was there before it 
was covered up – they can save a lot of time and cost and assist in tracking 
where defects are present.

As noted in the previous slide, opening up to find the cause of the defect can be 
destructive, costly and result in an incomplete picture of what exists across the 
whole elevation.

Alternative means of inspection such as endoscopes and CCTV probes can 
show a part of what is present, but need intelligent and careful study to 
interrogate.

Testing on site is expensive and difficult to apply to a whole façade.



Causes?

At present contracts are set up so that work is subdivided along with a proportion 
of the risk, but often the risk transferred cannot be managed by the recipient.

There is continual pressure to provide the cheapest tender price, which is then 
boosted by ‘extras’ where omissions are ‘discovered’ after the contract has 
been awarded.

Specifications are pruned post tender to save on capital expenditure, but often at 
the expense of reduced quality, durability and maintainability.

Contracts are sub-let down the supply chain, often to ‘a man in a van’ who may 
not have the required skills and knowledge (and certainly has not got the 
financial backing to remedy a serious defect).

‘Purchasing’ is expected to cut the cost of all components and so create a profit. 
This means that what is specified is often not supplied and fitted.



Causes (2)

Installers may ‘mix and match’ systems without considering issues such as 
internal drainage paths or alignment of the thermal break.

Design drawings often assume that the structure will be built to zero tolerance, 
with the result that fitting can mean both nibbling at the structure and using 
extra long brackets.

Site supervision is cursory and not carried out using a prepared checklist, so 
consistency is poor and there are significant differences between work by 
different teams on site.

There is no formal handover and checking process at each stage of the 
construction sequence.



Solutions?

Avoidance of defects can be achieved by the following:
– Stick to tried and tested components and assemblies
– If it has not been done that way before, build a sample and test it
– The high risk zone is the interfaces:

• Between materials
• Between areas built by different subcontractors
• Between architect’s intent and specialist contractor design
• Between different trades
• Between different contracts/specifications

Use an experienced team to install the cladding, avoid subcontracting to the 
lowest bidder.

Close collaboration is the key to avoiding the creation of defects, but it is hard to 
achieve with most of the forms of contract in current usage….



Solutions? (2)

Possible immediate further actions:

Carry out a formal checking process as the work proceeds so that each stage 
can be seen to be complete and correct before the next stage begins. Research 
has shown that a visual inspection without a checklist is far less effective.

Record all changes and update as built drawings as well as taking photographs 
as this will allow any defect to be assessed and rectified at minimum cost and 
with minimum disruption.

Check interfaces with the work by others to see that junctions can be created as 
designed.



Solutions? (3)

BIM is moving towards providing more data on all components including life 
cycle information.

This needs to be expanded to carry ‘chain of custody’ data that shows the 
provenance of sub-components so that in the case of a defect, the data can be 
interrogated to sort the potentially defective components from those that are 
OK.

Data held should include record photographs and true ‘as-built’ drawings so that 
what lies behind finishes and within the wall is not a matter of guesswork.

As cladding has a life which is often shorter than the structure, end of life data is 
required to allow simple dismantling and to assist in effective reuse and 
recycling of all components. This data would also be invaluable in accessing 
and remedying defects.



The future?

Integrated Project Insurance is currently being trialled:
– All parties pay into one policy which covers the project
– The insurance pays out when a problem is discovered
– The ‘friction’ costs are therefore saved (mainly lawyer’s fees)
– It is in everybody’s interest to avoid defects and ‘open’ behaviour is a 

requirement for all parties
– High risk activities such as ‘out of sequence’ working is discouraged
– There are no pressures from insurers to ‘shut up and say nowt’.

The insurance can only be provided where fully collaborative working is taking 
place.
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Thanks for listening!
Any Questions?
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